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Computer Models in Biomechanics: From Nano to MacroSpringer, 2012

	This book contains a collection of papers that were presented at the IUTAM Symposium


	on “Computer Models in Biomechanics: From Nano to Macro” held at Stanford University, California, USA, from August 29 to September 2, 2011.


	It contains state-of-the-art papers on:


	- Protein and Cell...
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Putting A New Spin on Groups: The Science of ChaosLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Putting a New Spin on Groups: The Science of Chaos, Second Edition continues to challenge orthodoxy and static ideas about small group dynamics. A primary goal is to offer an alternative model of group development that addresses three factors:

*The model integrates old ideas from previous models of group development with new...
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The Culture of Critique: An Evolutionary Analysis of Jewish Involvement in Twentieth-Century Intellectual and Political Movements1stBooks Library, 2002
MacDonald provides a theoretical analysis and review of data on the widespread tendency among certain highly influential, Jewish-dominated intellectual movements to develop radical critiques of gentile culture that are compatible with the continuity of Jewish identification. Particular attention is paid to Boasian anthropology, psychoanalysis,...
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Data-Driven Security: Analysis, Visualization and DashboardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures


	Security professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to...
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Probability and Statistics for Computer ScientistsCRC Press, 2013

	Student-Friendly Coverage of Probability, Statistical Methods, Simulation, and Modeling Tools

	Incorporating feedback from instructors and researchers who used the previous edition, Probability and Statistics for Computer Scientists, Second Edition helps students understand general methods of stochastic...
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The Web Programmer's Desk ReferenceNo Starch Press, 2004
One of the challenges of web programming is remembering what you can do with  what, and what works with everything else. Sure, you can create a button, but  can you change its color and font to match the style of your site? And are you  sure it will look the same on all browsers? With The Web Programmer's Desk  Reference, you can find...
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CSS Cookbook, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
As the industry standard method for enriching the presentation of HTML-based web pages, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) allow you to give web pages more structure and a more sophisticated look. But first, you have to get past CSS theory and resolve real-world problems. 

For those all-too-common dilemmas that...
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3D Computer Vision: Efficient Methods and Applications (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2009
This book provides an introduction to the foundations of three-dimensional computer vision and describes recent contributions to the field. Geometric methods include linear and bundle adjustment based approaches to scene reconstruction and camera calibration, stereo vision, point cloud segmentation, and pose estimation of rigid, articulated, and...
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Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and ControllingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This revised edition of the bestselling project management “bible” offers a new, focused presentation of the critical aspects of project management. Written by one of the best-known and respected authorities on the subject, this extraordinary book gives the leaders of today and tomorrow a profound understanding of project...
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Enterprise JavaBeans (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001
EnterpriseJavaBeans, 3rd     edition, has been thoroughly revised to include complete coverage of three     major changes in the EJB 2.0 specification: A new version of     container-managed persistence; local interfaces; and a totally new kind of     bean called the "message driven bean." The 3rd edition...
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Sex with the Queen: 900 Years of Vile Kings, Virile Lovers, and Passionate PoliticsWilliam Morrow, 2006

 In this follow-up to her bestselling Sex with Kings, Eleanor Herman reveals the truth about what goes on behind the closed door of a queen's boudoir. Impeccably researched, filled with page-turning romance, passion, and scandal, Sex with the Queen explores the scintillating sexual lives of some of our most...
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The Fractal Structure of Data Reference: Applications to the Memory HierarchySpringer, 2000
For purposes of understanding its performance, a computer system is traditionally viewed as a processor coupled to one or more disk storage devices, and driven by externally generated requests (typically called transactions). Over the past several decades, very powerful techniques have become available to the performance analyst attempting to...
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